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Adaptation Choices
If the RMI loses its habitable territory, its current population will be displaced. No single overarching legal 
framework exists for climate-displaced persons, and although the RMI and the United States have a Compact 
of Free Association (COFA) that allows for non-visa migration to study, live, and work in the United States,i 
residents of the RMI do not have another affirmative source of legal protection or financial support to relocate 
elsewhere. While roughly a third of the Marshallese population currently live in the United States, this should 
not de-center the desire that most Marshallese have to maintain the habitability of the RMI and stay in or return 
to their home country. Both migrating from and remaining on the islands of the RMI have consequences for the 
preservation of Marshallese culture and ways of life.  

For these reasons, adaptation options that preserve existing territory in the short term must be explored even 
while strategizing around other adaptation responses like resettlement. The adaptation options discussed 
below highlight some of the potential solutions available to the RMI, including those which the country has 
prioritized thus far.

Preservation of Existing Islands

Stabilizing the habitability of existing islands would be the least disruptive adaptation option available to 
Marshallese citizens. It maintains the RMI’s traditional sovereign rights to its territory, avoids the perils of 
displacement, and increases the likelihood that the Marshallese can maintain their existing communities 
and economic practices.  In fact, selecting islands to raise and build upon has already been discussed as a 
centerpiece of the RMI’s climate response.ii

One manner of maintaining existing islands is to construct coastal defenses around their perimeters, elevating 
and protecting them from sea-level rise and erosion. Elevating an island by reclaiming land relies on a familiar 
engineering practice called “dredging,” a means of siphoning water and sand from a body of water to use 
as sediment in a different location.iii Elevating an existing island also conforms with the UN Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) definition of an “island,”iv thus maintaining the RMI’s existing rights under the 
convention. To protect existing or elevated islands, coastal defenses like seawalls can be built, limiting the 
impacts of erosion and storm surges.v

The estimated cost of a temporary seawall to protect one of the RMI’s atolls is USD $100 million, an amount 
nearly double the country’s annual revenue.vi The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
acknowledges that this cost is “well beyond the financial means of most small island states.”vii In addition, 
seawalls must be maintained to be effective, and will likely need to be built both higher and wider over time 
to prevent erosion.viii These types of coastal defenses attract climate finance particularly when a country 
specifies their need in a National Adaptation Plan of Action (NAPA).ix For instance, the RMI specified the need 
for climate adaptation infrastructure in its NAPA, and the Green Climate Fund (GCF) subsequently funded a 
USD $44.1 million project to enhance “the resilience of coastal infrastructure in the densely populated areas” of 
the RMI.x

Introduction
The integrity of the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI)’s physical territory is at risk due to the impacts 
of climate change. The atolls of the RMI are only a few meters above sea level, and increasingly frequent 
storms, drought, and severe weather events may render them uninhabitable1 without immediate and long-
term adaptation strategies. The RMI, like other small island developing states (SIDS), must choose and design 
effective adaptation options, as well as navigate how to finance them when the cost exceeds their financial 
means. Therefore, they require “climate finance,” dedicated funding to address the impacts of climate change. 

This brief describes the adaptation options the RMI may consider and the finance available to support 
those choices. Part One describes potential Adaptation Choices, focused on the Preservation of Existing 
Islands, Construction of Artificial Islands, Planned Resettlement, and further Legal and Political Options 
that may arise through the Compact of Free Association (COFA) and other possible regional agreements. 
Part Two outlines Climate Finance Mechanisms in more detail, providing a Climate Finance Overview, a 
focus on Climate Finance and SIDS, and finally a discussion of The Role of Climate Finance in the RMI.  
The Conclusion discusses the possibility of a multi-part strategy: investing in measures to preserve island 
habitability, taking steps to advocate and attract financing for long-term adaptation measures, and negotiating 
to secure political and legal rights through existing or new agreements.

1 The MICMP notes the possibility that lack of freshwater, extreme heat, or the concurrence of multiple climate impacts may remove 
or thoroughly compromise the viability of livelihoods on the RMI, and thus habitability, before the actual loss of territory.  Based on 
continued research on coastal morphology (including processes of accretion), physical territory may remain, yet its quality could 
necessitate near complete resettlement. For further information, please see Storlazzi, C. D., Gingerich, S. B., van Dongeren, A., Cheriton, 
O. M., Swarzenski, P. W., Quataert, E., ... & McCall, R. (2018). “Most atolls will be uninhabitable by the mid-21st century because of sea-
level rise exacerbating wave-driven flooding.” Science Advances 4(4): eaap9741 and Stege, M. H. (2018). “Atoll habitability thresholds.” In 
Leal Filho, W., & Nalau, J. (eds). Limits to Climate Change Adaptation, pp 381-399. Cham, Switzerland: Springer. 

Source: Kees van der Geest
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Images of various attempts to keep the sea at bay (two above, and two at the top of page 4), taken by Kees van der Geest during research 
in the Marshall Islands in 2017, with coordinates of their locations noted where known. Shown here: Image of partial wall likely taken at 

7.073111959704288,171.31350971122552, and image of family in boat taken at 7.123171179498123, 171.3572352343214. 
On page 4: Image of the wall that runs alongside the airport, and image taken from the Marshall Islands Club, 

looking west, at 7.110460200218629, 171.37147780998708.

Construction of Artificial Islands 

Constructing artificial islands is another adaptation measure the RMI may consider. Artificial islands can be 
constructed in existing territorial waters, allowing the retention of the RMI’s traditional sovereign status even if 
its population relocates to such an island.xi

Artificial islands have the benefit of being designed to withstand climate impacts—like sea-level rise and 
erosionxii—and to address other issues, such as overcrowding.xiii For instance, the Maldives constructed the 
artificial island of Hulhumale to serve both of these purposes,xiv and it is now home to a significant permanent 
population.xv However, the cost of the project was USD $400 million, an amount financed primarily by loans 
from Saudi Arabia, China, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE).xvi While the World Bank provided a USD $16.5 
million grant, the project resulted in significant debt owed to foreign states, which has generated local and 
international concern.xvii Other models of Pacific SIDS engaging in artificial island construction and financing 
do not exist. Kiribati is reported to have contracted with the UAE and Saudi Arabia to build artificial islands, but 
these projects do not appear to be underway and lack publicly available cost information. 

Because little consensus or data exists on the cost of constructing an artificial island, it is unclear whether this 
adaptation strategy would be more economically viable than raising existing islands. Some research suggests 
that creating a new land mass would avoid the high cost of elevating and refitting existing infrastructure.xviii 
However, others have indicated that constructing an artificial island to which the Marshallese can relocate 
would be expensive, environmentally destructive, or even the “ultimate last defense,” rather than a desirable 
option for maintaining the close connection between the Marshallese and their islands.xix

Planned Resettlement

The RMI could consider planned resettlement as a long-term adaptation option independently, or concurrently 
with other efforts to maintain its territory. One of the major obstacles to resettlement, besides finding viable 
host communities, is a lack of available finance for the full cost of a relocation.xx

If the Marshallese elect to relocate elsewhere, the resettlement strategies of other SIDS communities may 
be instructive. For example, in 2015, Kiribati purchased 5,460 acres of land in Fiji for USD $8.7 million as a 
possible future relocation site for its citizens.xxi Outside of this initial land purchase, however, it is not clear how 
much the actual relocation will cost, as transport, construction of new homes and services, and other essential 
aspects of the resettlement currently lack identified funding.xxii The relocation of a Maldivian community to 
Dhuvaafaru was mainly funded by a philanthropic group that provided USD $32 million of the USD $45 million 
needed, but this was in direct response to displacement caused by a 2004 earthquake and tsunami, not a 
proactive relocation.xxiii

Among the Marshallese, Bikinians have recently purchased 238 acres of land near Hilo, Hawai‘i, as both a 
financial investment and backup plan in the event that they must relocate due to climate change.xxiv This option 
involves an unusual arrangement born of historical legacy, with funding coming from the Bikini Resettlement 
Trust Fund. The fund was first established in the early 1980s, largely intended for improvements on the islands 
to which Bikinians were relocated due to nuclear testing (Kili and Ejit), and its initial 25-year term was set with 
the mistaken belief that Bikini Atoll would again be habitable by that time.xxv In 2017, the Department of the 
Interior granted the Kili/Bikini/Ejit (KBE) government’s request for control over the Bikini Resettlement Trust 
Fund, which made this land purchase possible.xxvi

Existing models of relocations have been self-financed by national governments or independent, designated 
funding sources. To date, no multilateral funding sources, like the UNFCCC’s Green Climate Fund, have been 
used to support a planned relocation. 

Legal and Political Options

Creating and amending bilateral or regional agreements could help the RMI secure its existing rights and 
expand its adaptation options. 

3
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The re-negotiation of COFA between the RMI and the United States is currently underway, in preparation for 
the RMI’s transition from compact grant assistance to trust fund income in 2023. Some grants and programs 
are slated to expire in that year, totaling a quarter of the RMI’s expenditures, and the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) reported in 2019 that trust funds are unlikely to completely replace grant 
assistance.xxvii The RMI has created a compact planning committee, and the result of this re-negotiation is very 
likely to affect the legal and economic support for the country’s infrastructure improvements, as well as its 
migration decisions.xxviii

RMI Total Expenditures of Government Revenues, Fiscal Year 2016

The calculation and analysis of the total expenditures of government revenues of the RMI in 2016, as rendered here, was performed by the 
U.S. Government Accountability Office, and published in their 2018 report, see reference xxvii. 

Graphic re-design for this publication by Ryookyung Kim.

The RMI could also seek out a different bilateral or regional agreement that could include migration compacts 
and measures to coordinate international climate adaptation investment. For instance, some Pacific nations, 
such as the Solomon Islands and Kiribati, have recently established diplomatic relations with Beijing instead of 
Taiwan, noting that China’s stated commitment to fight climate change is part of their rationale.xxix Regionally, 
the RMI could use its existing role in the Pacific Resilience Program or the Coalition of Low Lying Atoll Nations 
to build upon existing objectives and advocate for additional legal and financial objectives, or it could create a 
separate Pacific regional agreement akin to a Free Movement Agreement (FMA) that would facilitate migration 
in a disaster context and even provide a basis for regional cooperation for financial investment.xxx

As the climate signal increases in the Pacific and across the world, the RMI might also further broach topics 
of reparative justice. This might include leveraging existing principles under international environmental law, 
such as Common But Differentiated Responsibilities and Respective Capabilities (CBDR-RC). This includes 
the suggestion that this principle be narrowed and made more actionable through a focus on the colonial 
relationshipsxxxi that have amplified economic disparity and climate vulnerability, which some argue has 
disrupted contemporary climate adaptation and its funding in the RMI.xxxii Another suggestion is the provision 
of ‘remedial territory’ for deterritorialization in SIDS, possibly through expansion of the Loss and Damage 
Mechanism.xxxiii xxxiv

Climate Finance Mechanisms
A variety of financial mechanisms are theoretically available to the RMI for adaptation measures. This section 
presents an overview of key aspects of the current climate finance landscape, focusing on the availability of 
finance for projects in SIDS, and the specific role of climate finance in the RMI.

Climate Finance Overview

Climate finance generally refers to local, national, or transnational financing used to support responses to 
climate change and can be drawn from any public or private source.xxxv Global climate finance flows are 
estimated to be around USD $500 billion annually and are channeled into two main investment areas. The 
first is mitigation, geared toward significantly reducing global greenhouse gas emissions, and the second is 
adaptation, which focuses on reducing the adverse impacts of climate change.xxxvi Adaptation finance, the 
investments that concern this paper, represent around USD $22 billion, a fraction of total climate finance.xxxvii 
The remainder is channeled towards mitigation.xxxviii By 2030, global adaptation finance needs are estimated to 
be at between USD $140 billion and USD $300 billion a year, and by 2050, these estimates rise to USD $280 to 
USD $500 billion a year.xxxix In light of these projected needs and current financing trends, adaptation measures 
continue to face the prospect of being drastically underfunded. 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is the main source of international 
public financial assistance for developing countries impacted by climate change. In addition to setting out the 
principle of CBDR-RC among nations, it lays out a series of commitments by which developed countries provide 
financial resources to developing countries.xl The  UNFCCC established a Financial Mechanism to facilitate 
funding through two multilateral operating entities, the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and, as discussed 
above, the Green Climate Fund (GCF),xli which are the main sources of public climate finance for developing 
countries.xlii

Outside of the UNFCCC, there are several smaller sources for adaptation finance. Climate Investment Funds 
are pooled, multi-donor trust funds, jointly implemented by development banks and managed by the World 
Bank.xliii Multilateral Development Banks, like the World Bank, act as intermediary brokers between public funds 
and private investors in order to drive private capital flows into developing markets.xliv

Finance can also take the shape of bilateral funding (country-to-country direct investment)xlv or utilize national 
or regional investment funds.xlvi The Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), for instance, noted their "four key 
measures of ambition"xlvii at COP25 in 2019, with one directly focused on climate finance goals, and another 
pertaining to greater support for the Loss and Damage Mechanism. AOSIS, which counts the RMI among its 
membership, has proposed ideas like insurance pools and collective compensation by high-emitting countries 
since the early 1990s.xlviii It is possible it could be involved in creating a fund for regional adaptation projects 
that could attract private investment diversified across mitigation and adaptation projects.xlix

25% Compact and supplemental education
grants ending in 2023

Other U.S. grants

Domestic sources and assistance
from other countries

Numbers may not add to 100 due to rounding.

Sources: GAO analysis of P.L. 108-188, the RMI Military
Use and Operating Rights Agreement (MUORA); and
FSM and RMI single audit reports. | 19-648T

11%

64%
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In August 2019, the Asian Development Bank held a conference on Resilient Atoll Nations in Productive Oceans in the Maldives, with 
participants shown here.  [For image and press release on the event, see: https://perma.cc/E4R9-VAVN]

Private sources of climate finance are emerging and may become a greater source of adaptation funding,l 
particularly if advocacy efforts increase. The Global Commission on Adaptation (GCA), for instance, advocates 
for an increase in public and private adaptation finance, and former RMI President Hilda Heine is currently 
one of the GCA Commissioners.li It is unclear what the future role of private climate finance will be on 
adaptation projects, but pursuing private resources may open up options for projects like artificial islands and 
resettlement that have yet to be publicly funded.

It bears noting that, while this brief addresses the overall landscape of global climate finance, there are 
significant challenges in distilling accurate data. While the GCF and GEF publicly report financial data, flows 
from other sources are often untracked and underreported.lii Tracking climate finance to SIDS is particularly 
challenging for several reasons: adaptation finance is commingled with other sources of development aid, 
donors often self-report, and data sets aggregate financial flows in ways that obscure the impact on small 
island states.liii For instance, climate finance data tends to aggregate finance to all small island states globally 
or aggregate data between East Asia and the Pacific, making the impact on Pacific island states nearly 
“invisible.”liv

Climate Finance and SIDS

The GCF is currently the largest source of finance for developing countries and specifically for SIDS, followed 
by the Least Developed Countries Fund (LDCF) and the Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR). As of 
March 2020, the GCF committed USD $5.6 billion for 129 projects in developing countries.lv Of this amount, 
 

This graphic was first published in the factsheet, GCF spotlight: Small Islands Developing States (SIDS) 
[Available for download at: https://www.greenclimate.fund/document/gcf-small-islands-developing-states-factsheet]

it approved USD $877 million for 26 mitigation and adaptation projects in SIDS,lvi and another USD $47.9 million 
to assist SIDS with their readiness for project implementation and the design of their National Adaptation Plans 
(readiness grants).lvii The LDCF, a specialized fund administered through the GCF, approved USD $194 million 
for projects in 2019.lviii The PPCR committed USD $226 million for projects in SIDS.lix

Funds supporting SIDS (2003-19)

This table, and its original title, comes from the climate finance briefing noted in reference xxxvi.

CLIMATE FINANCE AND SIDS
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Figure 1: Funds supporting SIDS (2003-19)
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Figure 2: Top ten recipient countries by amount approved (2003-19)
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Table 1: Funds supporting SIDS (2003-19, USD millions)

Funds and Initiatives Amount approved Projects approved 

Green Climate Fund (GCF) 645.7 19

Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) 226.5 18

Least Developed Countries Fund (LDCF) 194.2 51

Global Environment Facility (4, 5, 6, 7) 172.1 76

Adaptation Fund (AF) 134.6 33

Global Climate Change Alliance (GCCA) 99.5 20

Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Program for Low Income Countries (SREP) 78.2 10

Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF) 67.4 14

Clean Technology Fund (CTF) 56.0 4

Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF) 40.9 6

UN-REDD Programme 6.9 2

Adaptation for Smallholder Agriculture Programme (ASAP) 5.1 2

https://perma.cc/E4R9-VAVN
https://www.greenclimate.fund/document/gcf-small-islands-developing-states-factsheet
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Regional variation exists in the amounts received by SIDS. During the 2003-2018 period, Pacific SIDS received 
USD $791 million, followed by those in the Caribbean (USD $571 million), and the Atlantic, Indian Ocean, 
Mediterranean and South China Sea (USD $327 million).lx

The Role of Climate Finance in the RMI

In May 2019, the RMI’s Office of Environmental Planning and Policy Coordination (OEPPC) and Ministry of Finance, together with the 
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) Partnership, met for a climate finance management workshop in Majuro, with participants shown 

here. [https://ndcpartnership.org/news/marshall-islands-takes-next-steps-national-climate-finance-mechanism]

As of 2020, the GCF has provided the largest amount of finance to the RMI, with USD $78 million in approved 
funding across local and regional projects. To illustrate, the GCF approved USD $46.1 million to finance two 
adaptation projects currently underway in the RMI.lxi The first project, approved in 2019 with an expected 
completion date in 2027, aims to secure the RMI’s drinking water supply against climate risks with approved 
financing of USD $24.7 million.lxii The second project, approved in 2018 with an expected completion date in 
2024, will reinforce the RMI’s coastal infrastructure against sea-level rise and storms in the capital Majuro and 
the island of Ebeye, and increase disaster preparedness and early warning systems throughout the islands, 
with financing of USD $44.1 million.lxiii The GCF also approved a USD $564,000 readiness support grant to the 
RMI.lxiv

The GCF has had a dramatic role in the climate finance available to the RMI since its capitalization in 2015. 
Prior to the GCF entering the picture, the RMI’s climate finance totaled USD $7.9 million for the 2010-2014 
period.lxv The GEF was the largest funder before the GCF’s arrival on the climate finance stage, providing USD 
$3.92 million, and Australia closely followed, providing USD $3.62 million.lxvi GCF-approved funding now totals 
nearly ten times the amount of pre-GCF funding in the RMI.

While the GCF is currently the major source of finance in the RMI as of the date of this brief, the GEF has 
continued to fund modest, short-term projects. These include (1) a USD $3.9 million project to sustain 
atoll biodiversity and improve natural resources management of critical conservation areas,lxvii a (2) USD 
$852,00 biennial report regarding GEF funding,lxviii and (3) a USD $125,00 chemical and waste management 
assessment.lxix

The types of projects for which the RMI has received funds have been specific habitability projects that 
address a concrete adaptation need, like drinking water or coastline protection. However, in order for the 
RMI to implement long-term adaptation strategies, like constructing an artificial island or designing and 
planning a resettlement, funding entities must provide the security of a long-term financial commitment. To 
attract a durable commitment from funders for these kinds of adaptation projects, the RMI must ensure it 
has the institutional capacity to manage complex investment. In its 2050 Climate Strategy document, the RMI 
identified its limited institutional capacity and focus on ad hoc projects as a challenge to attracting finance for 
complex adaptation measures that could take decades.lxx

Overcoming these challenges will require the RMI to create internal governance and reporting structures to 
manage large-scale investments over a long period. The SIDS Accelerated Modalities of Action (SAMOA) 
Pathway is a UN General Assembly initiative designed to help SIDS develop greater investment capacity.lxxi 
In addition, the RMI could blend mitigation and adaptation project investment portfolios to better distribute 
incentives and risks across an array of adaptation and mitigation projects.lxxii

Conclusion
A variety of adaptation and funding options are available to the RMI, each of which have associated benefits, 
challenges, and open questions of applicability. 

Finance is currently available for projects that will reinforce the habitability of the RMI’s existing islands, and 
the GCF is financing coastal infrastructure improvements. If the RMI elects to elevate some of its atolls by 
building higher ground, it could seek financing from sources that have already proven willing to invest in the 
RMI’s infrastructure adaptation projects.

Obtaining financing to build artificial islands is less certain, as only national and private investors have 
financed this type of project thus far. To pursue this type of option, the RMI could attempt to attract similar 
foreign and private investment, or advocate for funding from the GCF or GEF.  Building these structures may  

CONCLUSION

https://ndcpartnership.org/news/marshall-islands-takes-next-steps-national-climate-finance-mechanism
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still be a cheaper and more preferable option to resettlement if they are a durable long-term strategy in the face 
of sea-level rise and frequent storms.

Planned resettlement may be considered a backstop, long-term adaptation measure, though it is not 
widely supported by the Marshallese. The RMI carries a unique historical legacy and contemporary political 
arrangement that includes a migration provision to the United States. For that reason, the planned resettlement 
of various communities may or may not be instructive, whether they come from within the Marshallese 
community (the Bikinian purchase of land in Hawai'i), or from others, such as Kiribati's purchase of land in Fiji, 
or the re-location of a Maldivian community to another of the country's islands. To date, no resettlement has 
been funded by public sources of climate finance, making this option financially limited. Further, even if the 
RMI purchased land elsewhere, the cost of the full relocation would remain. Tackling resettlement as a series 
of incremental projects from land purchase to gradually building and developing the new area may not be 
optimal, as later stages could fail to be funded and delays could carry a large social and cultural toll.

Further legal and political options for adaptation may take a number of forms for the RMI, as it navigates 
numerous scales of climate governance as a group of atolls, a country, a freely associated state, and a 
member of regional and international coalitions. At minimum, the RMI could encourage a broader definition of 
adaptation that would include long-term measures like artificial island construction and resettlement, through 
their National Adaptation Plan, membership in AOSIS and other coalitions, and possible engagement with 
reparative justice under international law. Multilateral entities and development banks may be more willing 
to finance these options if they are seen as true adaptation solutions. In the face of ongoing climatic and 
geopolitical change in the Pacific, the RMI will likely need to maintain or renegotiate its existing associations 
and funding structures, consider the role of local and regional projects and community-based adaptation 
initiatives,lxxiii and anticipate the best ways to fund Marshallese adaptation going forward.

Source: Kees van der Geest
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